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Abstract—For decades, various algorithms to predict traffic flow have been 
developed to address traffic congestion. Traffic congestion or traffic jam occurs 
as a ripple effect from a road congestion in the neighbouring area. Previous re-
search shows that there is a spatial correlation between traffic flow in neigh-
bouring roads. Similar traffic pattern is observed between roads in a neighbour-
ing area with respect to day and time. Currently, time series models and neural 
network models are widely applied to predict traffic flow and traffic congestion 
based on historical data. However, studies on relationships between road seg-
ments in a neighbouring area are still limited. These studies can be used to im-
prove the accuracy of prediction of traffic flow. Hence, this study investigates 
the relationships of roads in a neighbouring area based on similarity of traffic 
condition. In our study, clustering method is used to divide the speed of traffic 
into four (4) categories: very congested, congested, clear and very clear. We 
used k-means clustering method to cluster condition of traffic flow on-road 
segments. However, using an unsupervised method like k-means, results of 
clustering using k-means may vary for each road in the neighbouring area. To 
address this issue, instead of using only clustering method (k-means), we ap-
plied the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) method to classify the traffic condition in 
neighbouring roads. From the classification of traffic condition in neighbouring 
roads, we then determine the relationship between road segments. Results show 
that combination of k-means and k-NN method produced better results than us-
ing both correlation method and using the k-means method only. 

Keywords—K-nearest neighbour; k-means clustering; neural network; predic-
tion of traffic speed; the relationship between roads 

1 Introduction 

Due to increase in population and number of private cars in this modern era, traffic 
congestion has become significantly worse, not only leading to economic losses but 
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also causing human stress[1] and environmental damages such as pollution [2]. There-
fore, it is important for drivers to have traffic information which can assist their driv-
ing plans which includes changing their driving habits and driving paths [3]. Availa-
bility of traffic information can lead to chain changes in traffic flow condition in up-
stream and downstream of road segments in the same area.  

Traffic congestion is a circumstance in which road users exceed the capacity of the 
road. Characteristic features of road congestion are slow speed, long travel time, and a 
long queue of cars on the road. Therefore, effective methods or models need to be 
developed to identify congested links, to analyses the relationship between the occur-
rence of congestion and increasing traffic flow, and to find congestion distribution in 
the network. Many factors may influence traffic congestion. Some studies use vehicle 
speeds, weather, incident, and special days to predict traffic flow using linear regres-
sion[4] and neural network models[5][6]. Other factors that influence traffic conges-
tion that they are dynamic and interrelated. Traffic congestion or traffic jams can 
propagate from one road to other roads in neighbouring roads [7].  

In this study, our main study is to find the relationship between roads in neighbour-
ing roads based on the similarity of average speed and volume of vehicle. Some re-
search study that there is spatial relationship between roads in neighbouring roads, 
they used connected roads [5] and intersection [8] as parameters to predict traffic 
flow, another study used correlation method to select roads as input for prediction 
traffic flow [6]. The temporal relationship also considers as a factor that influences 
traffic flow. Some study shows that a road always has similar traffic pattern on same 
working day or weekends at the same time interval [5]. Adjacent roads have a similar 
history in terms of road traffic condition during workdays or weekend [6].  

Investigating similar traffic conditions at adjacent roads can lead us to traffic flow 
pattern with its neighbouring roads. Discovering relationships between roads in a 
neighbouring area can provide information to guide drivers in avoiding congested 
roads and those that are impacted by the congestion. This result also can be used to 
improve the accuracy of prediction of traffic flow. 

2 Related Work 

Neural networks are successfully used to predict traffic flows [5][6], such as used 
successfully in other fields[9]–[11]. Some studies used a Bayes classifier to predict 
traffic congestion [12][13]. Others used non-parametric regression k-NN to predict 
short-term traffic flow[14][15][16][17]. However, studies on relationships between 
road segments in a neighbouring area are relatively new and certainly need to be ex-
plored further.  

Determining relationships between roads in a neighbouring area can provide in-
formation on the propagation of traffic congestion. This result can be applied as a tool 
to predict traffic flow propagation. From Figure 1, we anticipate that traffic flow on 
the road 158324 will be influenced by traffic flow on surrounding roads such as road 
158446. This means that traffic flow on neighbouring roads will affect the average 
speed of vehicles on road 158324. 
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Fig. 1. Road 158324 and its neighbouring roads. 

Research on relationships between roads [18], defined congestion correlation from 
road segment A to segment B with a certain distance d as: If congestion occurs in road 
segment A at time t and at time t + T, congestion occurs at road segment B. Another 
research applied data from sensors using correlation method based on mean of aver-
age speed at interval time to find relationships between roads segments [6] [19]. Other 
studies used connected road (upstream and downstream) using neural network [5][8], 
and k-NN [15]. Visualisation method was also used in several studies to investigate 
traffic flow patterns in neighbouring roads [1][7] [20]. 

3 Problem 

Traffic condition is influenced by the number of vehicles and average speed of ve-
hicles passing the roads (See Table 1). The number of vehicles and average speed are 
needed to determined traffic condition [21]. Previously we have conducted experi-
ments to find correlation value between neighbouring roads using correlation method. 
However, correlation method allows the use of one variable, either average speed [19] 
or vehicle count. To deal with two or more variables, clustering is needed. Clustering 
is necessary to divide traffic conditions into four (4) categories: 

• Very congested 
• Congested 
• Clear 
• Very clear 
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There exists a relationship between road A to road B if traffic condition in road A 
is the same as road B, from time t + T. Road A and road B are within certain distance 
d. K-means method can be used for clustering traffic flow in neighbouring roads. 
However, using an unsupervised method like k-means, results of clustering using k-
means may vary for each road in the neighbouring area. Therefore, it can be difficult 
to determine if a traffic condition in road A at time t is similar to traffic condition in 
neighbouring roads. To address this issue, instead of using only clustering method (k-
means), we need to use classify method to classify neighbouring roads based on re-
sults from clustering in road A.  

Previous research on prediction of short-term traffic flow has been conducted using 
k-NN, using k-NN with composite method [14], using three-layer k-NN [16], using k-
NN with weight[22], using k-NN with tensor for calculating similarity traffic [17], 
and k-NN with connected link upstream or downstream[15]. However, their research 
did not focus on finding relationships between road segments.  

Instead of using the k-NN method for regression, we proposed k-NN to classify 
traffic conditions in neighbouring roads based on results from clustering of traffic 
conditions of a particular road, since the k-NN classifier is considered as the most 
popular classifier for pattern recognition with its simplicity [23]. Relationships be-
tween roads were then obtained by calculating the number of similar traffic conditions 
at time t. Then, we observed the results by showing high relationship roads on the 
map. Next, the high relationship roads were used as factors for short-term prediction 
using neural network method. Finally, we compared our results that are using k-means 
and k-NN method with the results using k-means only and using correlation method. 

4 Dataset and Method 

4.1 Dataset 

For our experiments, we used data set from IoT traffic sensor in Aarhus, Denmark 
[24][25][26]. The total number of IoT sensors is 449, and their location is as shown in 
Fig 2. However, in this study we only discuss road 158324 with its neighbouring 
roads (20 IoT sensors) and road 193294 with its neighbouring roads (60 IoT sensors). 
We define neighbouring roads as roads less than four (4) kilometres from target road. 
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Fig. 2. Map of 449 IoT traffic sensors in the city of Aarhus, Denmark. 

Table 1.  Example of traffic data taken from sensor 190100 

Time Avg Speed Median TIME Vehicle Count 
376 14 376 2014-08-01T08:30:00 4 
225 23 225 2014-08-01T08:40:00 3 
285 18 285 2014-08-01T08:50:00 2 

4.2 Methodology 

Our methodology is described in fig 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Methodology to predict average speed based on the relationship between roads 
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Clustering road destination based on traffic condition: Traffic flow condition is 
influenced by traffic speed of vehicles passing through and the number of vehicles 
[21]. We proposed k-means clustering method to cluster traffic conditions into four 
(4) based on traffic speed and numbers of vehicles. The four (4) traffic conditions are 
very congested, congested, clear and very clear. 

K-Means is an algorithm of grouping data which divides the existing data into k 
groups. It is one of the simplest clustering algorithm [27]. The k-means method at-
tempts to cluster the existing data into k cluster, where data in one cluster have similar 
characteristics as each other and have different characteristics from the data in the 
other cluster. In other meanings, this method seeks to minimize variations between 
existing data within a cluster and maximize variation with existing data in other clus-
ters [28]. The procedure used in performing optimization using k-means is as follows: 

• Specify k=4, as we would like to cluster traffic conditions into four: Very Congest-
ed, Congested, Clear and Very Clear. 

• Randomly select 4 distinct data points as initial cluster means.  
• Then calculate the distance between each of cluster means and all other points 

using Euclidean distance formula. 
• Assign each point to the cluster having the closest mean. 
• For each of the k clusters recalculate the cluster centroid (means) by calculating the 

new mean value of all the data points in the cluster. 
• Repeat steps 3 to 5 until the centroids do not change or the maximum number of 

repetitions, we set the maximum number of repetitions is 10. 

The total within the sum of square or the total within-cluster variation is defined as: 

 ∑ 𝑊(𝐶%) = ∑ ∑ (𝑥) − 𝜇%),-.∈01
2
%34

2
%34  (1) 

Where: 
𝑥) is data point belonging to the cluster 𝐶% 
𝜇% is the mean value of the points assigned to the cluster 𝐶% 
In this paper, we conduct an experiment to find the relationship between road 

158324 and road 193294 with its neighbouring roads. We started by clustering both 
roads. The results of clustering road 158324 and road 193294 are shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Clustering result of (a) road 158324 traffic condition, (b) road 193294 traffic condition 
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Classifying neighbouring roads using k-NN: In this phase, we will classify 
neighbouring roads based on traffic conditions using results of clustering from the 
previous phase. Classification is a technique for grouping data into their appropriate 
classes [29]. After the clustering phase, the results obtained were used as the data 
training set (traffic condition on road 158324 and road 193294). K-NN then used to 
classify an unknown traffic condition in neighbouring roads using Euclidean distance 
using formula (2).  

𝑑 = 6(𝑎𝑣𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑< − 𝑎𝑣𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑=), + (𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡< − 𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡=), (2) 

Where:  
𝑑 is the distance between road A and road B 
𝑎𝑣𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑< is the average speed of road A  
𝑎𝑣𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑= is the average speed of road B 
𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡< is vehicle count (volume) of road A  
𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡= is vehicle count (volume) of road B 
For example, we want to classify the state of traffic condition on road 158386 with 

given average speed value 73 and vehicle count value 2 based on traffic condition on 
road 158324. After normalization of data, we calculate the distance between given 
value with traffic condition cluster value in road 158324. This is to classify the road 
as a very congested, congested, clear or very clear. If we use the k-NN algorithm k = 
1, the traffic condition is 3 or in clear state and the distance is 0,07. If we use the k-
NN algorithm with k = 3 instead, it performs a vote among the three nearest neigh-
bours: clear, clear, and very clear. Since the majority class among these neighbours is 
clear (two of the three votes), the traffic condition again is classified as clear, as seen 
in Table 2. The number K is typically chosen as the square root of N training data[30]. 
In this study, clustering result row is 32041 where the square root is 179, however we 
used k=135 to classify traffic condition. Some of the results obtained are displayed in 
Table 3. 

Table 2.  Example of classifying traffic condition using k-NN method 

TIME Average Speed Vehicle Count Cluster Distance Nearest Rank 
3:55:00 82 0 4 (Very Clear) 0.33  
4:00:00 82 0 4 (Very Clear) 0.33 3 
4:05:00 97 1 4 (Very Clear) 0.85  
4:10:00 71 2 3 (Clear) 0.07 1 
4:15:00 53 2 2 (Congested) 0.71  
4:20:00 53 2 2 (Congested) 0.71  
4:25:00 54 1 2 (Congested) 0.67  
4:30:00 66 2 3 (Clear) 0.25 2 
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Table 3.  The results of classifying traffic condition in neighbouring roads using k-NN with 
k=135. 

TIME Road 
158324 

Neighbouring Roads 
158386 158415 158624 158715 158895 173011 

2/18/2014 4:00 Clear Very Clear Clear Clear Clear Clear Congested 
2/18/2014 4:05 Clear Very Clear Clear Clear Very Clear Clear Congested 
2/18/2014 4:10 Clear Very Clear Clear Very Clear Very Clear Clear Congested 

 
Calculating the same traffic condition in neighbouring roads: To obtain the re-

lationship between roads, we calculate the number of roads in a neighbouring area 
which has same traffic condition (same cluster) as target road using formula (3). For 
example, between 06:00 am, and 07:00 am, there are 609 times road 158386 have 
same traffic condition with road 158324, out of 774 data. Then the relationship value 
that road 158324 and road 158386 when they have same traffic conditions is 609/774 
= 0.7868. Table 4 shows the relationship values of neighbouring roads state when 
they have same traffic condition state with road 158324. 

 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 4
I
∑ J𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑4 == 𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑KLI
K3,  (3) 

Table 4.  Relationship value of road 158324 with its neighbouring roads 

With Road Numbers of similar state at same time Relationship Value 
158386 609 0.786821705426357 
158715 420 0.542635658914729 
158595 404 0.521963824289406 
173011 393 0.507751937984496 

5 Result and Discussion 

5.1 Results 

We analysed the results obtained using both k-means and k-NN, using the correla-
tion method and using the k-means method only. Firstly, we showed the highest rela-
tionship roads using both methods on the map. Secondly, we used the highest rela-
tionship road as input factor for predicting traffic flow using neural network method. 
The accuracy of prediction results was calculated. 

We observed that traffic flow pattern on weekdays (Monday to Thursday) and 
weekends (Friday to Sunday) for roads 158324 and 193294 was different as. For road 
158324, we calculated the prediction of traffic flow using data from 06.00 am to 
07.00 am on Monday (duration of 50 minutes). Then, we calculated similar traffic 
condition based on results obtained using k-NN for the same time using weekdays 
data. For comparison, we calculated the correlation of all neighbouring roads based on 
mean value of average speed for interval 06.00 AM to 07.00 AM from 13-02-2014 to 
02-06-2014. We chose interval 06.00 AM to 07:00 AM because at this time, conges-
tion occurred (Refer to Figure 5). For road 193294, we performed prediction of traffic 
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flow for 50 minutes starting from 15.00 PM to 16.00 PM on Monday. Then, we calcu-
lated similar traffic condition based on results obtained using k-NN at interval be-
tween 15.00 pm to 16.00 pm from weekday’s data. For comparison, we calculated 
correlation based on mean value of average speed for interval between 15.00 PM to 
16.00 PM because at this time, congestion occurred (Refer to Figure 6). The correla-
tion results of road 158324 and its neighbouring roads are shown in Table 5. The 
correlation results of road 193294 and its neighbouring roads are shown in Table 6. 
The visualisation of the results are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The stars in these 
figures represent six highest relationship values. In road 158324 relationship roads 
result using the correlation method, k-means only and combine k-means k-NN almost 
similar, both relationship roads are near to road 158324 and connected with road 
158324 as seen in Fig 8. But there is a different result in road 193294. In road 193294, 
correlation method shows high relationship road with 193294 but there is some high 
relationship road location are distance away and not connected with road 193294. 
Also, when using k-means only method, there is some high relationship road location 
are distance away and not connected with road 193294. A different result is obtained 
using combine of k-means k-NN method, all high relationship road is connected to 
road 193294. 

 
Fig. 5. The traffic pattern on road 158324, (a) pattern on weekdays, (b) pattern on all days 

 
Fig. 6. The traffic pattern on road 193294, (a) pattern on weekdays, (b) pattern on all days 

To find the relationship road with road 158324 we compared three methods: 

• The correlation method 
• K-means 
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• Combination of k-means and k-NN method 

When using the correlation method, we selected six (6) roads with relationship val-
ue above 0.5. On the other hand, while using k-Means, we obtained three (3) roads 
with relationship value above 0.5. When we combine both methods; k-means and k-
NN, we selected four (4) roads with relationship value 0.5 and above. The results for 
other roads using these three methods are shown in Table 5. We applied the same 
method to road 193294 and the results obtained are given in Table 6. 

Table 5.  Relationship value result of road 158324 and its neighbouring roads 

Using Correlation Using K-Means Using k-NN 
Roads Correlation  Roads Relationship  Roads Relationship  
158386 0.79 158386 0.66 158386 0.78 
158595 0.64 158895 0.54 158715 0.54 
158536 0.61 173225 0.51 158595 0.52 
158624 0.59 158415 0.49 173011 0.50 
171969 0.58 158715 0.48 158415 0.47 
173225 0.52 158536 0.43 158624 0.40 

Table 6.  Relationship value result of road 193294 and its neighbouring roads 

Using Correlation Using K-Means Using k-NN 
Roads Correlation  Roads Relationship  Roads Relationship  
193348 0.8 193348 0.72 193348 0.59 
194931 0.66 194931 0.67 194931 0.58 
193268 0.61 194878 0.58 194878 0.50 
193322 0.58 195312 0.55 195658 0.43 
158595 0.56 193402 0.55 179444 0.42 
195923 0.54 195737 0.54 193268 0.42 
 
We plotted the results of each method on the map as shown in Figure 7. Road 

158324 with high relationship values are represented with black icons and black lines. 
From the figure, we observed that the highest relationship roads generated using cor-
relation method, k-means, and k-NN are at different locations but connected similarly. 
Most importantly, we observed that the relationship roads are connected to each other. 

 
Fig. 7. Map plotting of results for road 158324 with its neighbouring roads (a) using correla-

tion method (b) using k-means and (c) using k-NN. 
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Likewise, for road 193294, we plotted the results of roads with high relationship 
values on the map as shown in Figure 8. These roads are represented with black icons 
and black lines. We observed that when using the correlation method, there is a road 
with a high correlation value (black icon) that is not connected with road 193294 (See 
Figure 9 (a)). Similar results were obtained when using the k-means method. There is 
a road which is not connected to road 193294 (See Figure 8 (b)). However, when the 
k-NN method was used, all the roads with high relationship values are connected to 
road 193294 (See in Figure 8 (c)). 

 
Fig. 8. Map plotting of results for road 193294 with its neighbouring roads (a) using correla-

tion method (b) using k-means and (c) using k-NN 

For further analysis of high relationship road for road 158324, we used results from 
all methods as input factors to perform prediction using neural network method. The 
results of prediction are shown in Table 7 and the errors of prediction in Table 9. We 
represented the results using a bar chart for better comparison as seen in Figure 9. 
From Figure 9, we observed that prediction using k-NN method and the highest rela-
tionship roads as input parameters has the lowest error when compared with using k-
means or correlation method. 

Table 7.  Results of prediction using NN with correlation, k-Means, and k-NN on road 158324 

TIME Actual Correlation k-Means k-NN 
06:10:00 24 48.05 56.15 34.47 
06:15:00 25 50.49 58.39 39.8 
06:20:00 24 52.78 58.29 23.52 
06:25:00 44 64.88 61.13 29.42 
06:30:00 57 64.91 60.84 43.23 
06:35:00 59 63.75 61.55 58.21 
06:40:00 57 59.65 61.76 59.47 
06:45:00 56 59.09 61.05 59.05 
06:50:00 56 63.64 58.02 61.18 
06:55:00 50 64.33 58.99 61.91 
07:00:00 50 64.65 60.16 62.4 

For further analysis of road 193294, we used the high relationship values obtained 
from all methods as input factors for prediction using neural network. The results of 
prediction are shown in Table 8 and the related errors are given in Table 9. We pre-
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sented the results of prediction using bar chart as seen in Figure 9. From the figures, 
we see that the results of prediction based on highest relationship roads using k-NN 
has the lowest error if compared to k-means and correlation methods. 

Table 8.  Results of prediction using NN with correlation, k-Means and k-NN on road 193294 

TIME Actual Correlation k-Means k-NN 
15:10:00 36 60.33 53.85 53.69 
15:15:00 45 60.39 50.83 50.12 
15:20:00 52 59.76 45.38 49.80 
15:25:00 50 59.34 50.15 53.31 
15:30:00 50 59.95 54.53 54.72 
15:35:00 55 60.84 56.96 55.79 
15:40:00 54 61.59 55.63 55.28 
15:45:00 54 61.67 54.41 54.63 
15:50:00 56 61.14 55.20 55.00 
15:55:00 59 61.85 57.11 56.45 
16:00:00 55 61.75 57.49 57.06 

Table 9.  Errors of short-time prediction on road 158324 and road 193294 

  Road 158324 Road 193294 
Error Correlation K-Means k-NN Correlation k-Means k-NN 
MAD 14.02 9.11 6.44 9.33 4.01 3.76 
RMSE 16.71 13.11 7.94 10.9 6.29 5.97 
MAPE 43.02 31.37 18.13 20.04 9.2 8.69 

  
Fig. 9. Comparison of errors for short time prediction on (a) road 158324 and (b) road 193294 

5.2 Discussion 

From the results of all the experiments, we compared results using the correlation 
method, using the clustering k-means method and using combine of k-means and k-
NN method. We found that varying results were obtained for road 158324 and road 
193294. Roads with highest relationship values generated for road 158324 are con-
nected, but for road 193294, one of the roads generated was located a distance away 
and not connected with road 193294. Better prediction results were obtained using 
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combination of k-means and the k-NN methods. All roads with high relationship 
values generated using this combination were connected to each other. We further 
analysed choosing an input factor for neural network from the high relationship roads 
based on connection and location. As a conclusion, predictions of average speed 
based on roads with high relationship values using combination of k-means and the k-
NN methods produce better results than using correlation and k-means methods only. 

6 Conclusion 

The main aim of our experiments in this study is to investigate and obtain the rela-
tionship between roads in a neighbouring area for predicting traffic flow. In this pa-
per, we considered traffic congestion as being influenced by traffic speed and number 
of vehicles passing on the roads. We used k-means clustering method to cluster roads 
into four. Then, we classified neighbouring roads using k-NN and calculated the simi-
larity of the traffic conditions to obtain the relationship values for roads in a neigh-
bouring area. Our investigations showed that by using combination of k-means and k-
NN methods to identify roads with high relationship values, results obtained were 
more consistent and accurate compared to using the correlation or the k-means meth-
ods. 
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